This research aimed at exploiting the joint use of machine learning and polarimetry for improving the retrieval of surface soil moisture content (SMC) from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) acquisitions at C-band. The study was conducted on two agricultural areas in Canada, for which a series of RADARSAT-2 (RS2) images were available along with direct measurements of SMC from in situ stations. The analysis confirmed the sensitivity of RS2 backscattering (σ • ) to SMC. The comparison of SMC with the compact polarimetry (CP) parameters, computed from the RS2 acquisitions by the CP data simulator, pointed out that some CP parameters had a sensitivity to SMC equal or better than σ • , with correlation coefficients up to R 0.4. Based on these results, the potential of machine learning (ML) for SMC retrieval was exploited by implementing and testing on the available data an artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm. The algorithm was implemented using several combinations of σ • and CP parameters. Validation results of the algorithm with in situ observations confirmed the promising capabilities of the ML techniques for SMC monitoring. Furthermore, results pointed out the potential of CP in improving the SMC retrieval accuracy, especially when used in combination with linearly polarized σ • . Depending on the considered input combination, the ANN algorithm was able to estimate SMC with Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between 3% and 7% of SMC and R between 0.7 and 0.9. be retrieved over the whole growing season, with accuracies ranging between 5% and 6%, using multifrequency C-and L-band SAR data. A recent work demonstrating the SMC monitoring on a global scale using S-1 data has been presented in Reference [8], where the proposed SMC retrieval is based on the Vienna University of Technology backscatter model [9, 10] and time series analysis. The validation of the algorithm is carried out by comparing the SMC estimated from the 1-km Sentinel-1 data over a central region (Umbria) in Italy and is validated against reference data with satisfactory results, considering the challenging topography and land cover of the test area.
Introduction
The capabilities of microwave satellite sensors, both active and passive, for observing the surface soil moisture content (SMC) in different environmental conditions and under various vegetation covers have been widely assessed in several research studies (e.g., References [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). Due to the significant improvement in the characteristics of satellite sensors in terms of their radiometric accuracy and ground resolution, the estimates of SMC on a local and global scale have become more accurate. Several examples of SMC products generated by microwave satellite acquisitions are currently delivered by various space agencies through dedicated data portals (e.g., NASA NSIDC or JAXA GCOM). In this framework, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), was proven able to provide medium to high resolution mapping of SMC in all-weather conditions and independently of daylight.
Research studies focusing on the use of Sentinel-1 (S-1) C-band SAR data, have been published with the aim of mapping temporal changes of surface SMC underneath agricultural crops. For instance, an algorithm based on a change detection technique was proposed and assessed with both simulated and experimental data in [7] . Results indicated that for some crops (e.g., winter wheat) SMC can acquired at four polarizations by RS2, CP data simulated by a CP simulator have been included in the analysis in order to assess their contribution in improving the SMC retrieval.
Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, several combinations of RS2 σ • and CP derived parameters have been used as inputs in the ANN algorithms aimed at estimating SMC: the most suitable combination has been identified and the results have been validated.
The paper is structured as follows: the characteristics of the two test sites are summarized in Section 2, while Section 3 reports the main outcomes of the sensitivity analysis and identifies CP parameters better related to SMC. The algorithm implementation is addressed in Section 4 and the retrieval results on the Carman site are described in Section 5, along with the independent assessment on the Casselman site. The results are discussed and commented on in Section 6. Section 7 reports the conclusions of the study.
Experimental Sites and Datasets
The main test site selected for this study is a topographically flat experimental site located in southern Manitoba, Canada, close to the town of Carman. It is a well-known experimental site managed by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, having an area with spatial extent of approximately 75 × 45 km and central coordinates 49.7 • N and 98.2 • W. The area is characterized by intensive agriculture activities dominated by annual crops which include wheat, soybeans, canola, and corn [31] . The growing season takes place between April and September. In the temporal period investigated in this study (end of September to beginning of November) the fields were bare or scarcely vegetated. In the study area, coarser textured sediments (sands) are dominant in the central and western regions of the experimental site while finer textured clay soils occur in the east. Further description of the area can be found in Reference [32] .
The in situ SMC measurements considered in this study were recorded by seven RISMA stations in the Carman area in 2015. These stations collect SMC data every 15 minutes [33] . Three sets of hydra probe sensors [34] are installed at each station to measure real dielectric permittivity, soil moisture, and soil temperature at 0-5 cm (vertical), 5 cm (horizontal), 20 cm (horizontal), 50 cm (horizontal), and 100 cm (horizontal). In our study, we considered the integrated SMC measured vertically from 0-5 cm. The RISMA data are collected by the Government of Canada through Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and are available online [35] . A second intensive agriculture area was considered for assessing the proposed method on an independent dataset. This second area is located within the South Nation River watershed, close to the town of Casselman (45.31 • N, 75.09 • W), in eastern Ontario. The site is predominantly flat, except for a few elevation changes. A variety of soil types are present, including silty loam, sandy, and clay soils. This area is also equipped by another RISMA network of stations, providing the in situ SMC data to be used as reference. The location of the two test areas is shown in Figure 1 .
On the Carman site, four sets of Fine Quad Wide (FQW) RADARSAT-2 polarimetric SAR images were acquired in 2015 on four dates between September and November during a period of bare soil and sparse vegetation (after the growing season). The list of images is provided in (Table 1) . Each set contained six SAR images (total twenty-four images); three images in the satellite's ascending orbit and three images in its descending orbit. The SAR incidence angle varies between ascending and descending orbits. Inspection of the archived weather information confirmed that there was no snowfall during the study period (25 September to 2 November) over the experimental site.
In the case of Casselman, two RS2 FQW images were acquired in November 2014 and June 2015, respectively (Table 1) . Both images were acquired over bare soil conditions, since the first image (November 2014) was acquired after the growing season and the second image (June 2015) was acquired in the spring when crops were not present [36] . The bare soil conditions in June 2015 was further confirmed by considering the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) derived from the closest Landsat-8 L1TP image over Casselman in almost cloud free conditions, which was collected on 29 May 2015. The average NDVI value for the entire agricultural area was around 0.15, with minor changes from one field to another. considered for assessing the proposed method on an independent dataset. This second area is located within the South Nation River watershed, close to the town of Casselman (45.31°N, 75.09°W), in eastern Ontario. The site is predominantly flat, except for a few elevation changes. A variety of soil types are present, including silty loam, sandy, and clay soils. This area is also equipped by another RISMA network of stations, providing the in situ SMC data to be used as reference. The location of the two test areas is shown in Figure 1 . The RS2 polarimetric acquisitions (24 + 2) were processed by using a CP SAR simulator developed for the RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM) at the Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation [36, 37] . The simulator converts the RADARSAT-2 16-bit complex products to a 32-bit float complex according to the product documentation [38] by applying the sigma-nought calibration coefficients provided in the data files.
Since terrain correction was not applied due to the flat landscape of the study areas, the local incidence angle (LIA) was assumed equal to the nominal angle, from near to far range.
Then, the right circular transmit and linear horizontal receive (RH) and right circular transmit and linear vertical receive (RV) polarizations are calculated from the calibrated H or V transmitted, H or V received polarizations (HH, HV, VH, and VV). The RH and RV are converted to Stokes vector, which is then speckle filtered using a refined Lee filter with a 7 × 7 window size [39] and used for the extraction of 22 CP parameters that are listed in Table 2 . 
Data Analysis

Linear Polarization
The calibrated and geocoded σ • at the three polarizations (assuming HV = VH) available were compared with the in situ SMC measurements over the Carman site. The σ • values estimated at each station were co-located with the corresponding SMC recorded by the hydra probes at the time of satellite acquisition.
Considering the fine RS2 resolution, no upscaling/downscaling of data was needed to relate σ • to in situ SMC. The resulting dataset was composed of less than two hundred vectors of co-located σ • , CP parameters, and SMC that were considered for implementing and validating the algorithms. Figure 2 shows the scatterplot of σ • in VV, HH, and HV polarizations as a function of SMC. The high dispersion of σ • values for each SMC from in situ measurements could be attributed to the local surface features at each measurement point and in particular to soil texture and roughness, since the soils were bare or scarcely vegetated at the time of the RS2 acquisitions. The differences in observation geometry between RS2 data acquired in ascending and descending orbits also contributed to the data dispersion. The correlation of σ • to SMC was therefore weak; however, the plot in Figure 2 confirms the expected increasing behaviour of σ • when SMC increased. Furthermore, Figure 2 confirms the lower sensitivity of cross-polarized compared to co-polarized data to SMC, shown in terms of the correlation coefficients (r) values which vary between 0.21 in HV polarization to 0.28 in VV polarization.
To verify the above observation and to better understand the effect of the spatial variability of the other surface parameters, the analysis was repeated by analysing independently the timeseries of data collected at each station. Examples of scatterplots σ • vs. SMC for the seven RISMA stations considered in this study are shown in Figure 3 . The scatterplots confirm a difference in the relationship between σ • and SMC between the stations, as already reported by previous studies (e.g., Reference [11] ). From the scatterplots it is evident the increasing trend of σ • at all polarizations with SMC; however, slopes and offsets of the regressions changed appreciably from one station to another. Since terrain correction was not applied due to the flat landscape of the study areas, the local incidence angle (LIA) was assumed equal to the nominal angle, from near to far range. Then, the right circular transmit and linear horizontal receive (RH) and right circular transmit and linear vertical receive (RV) polarizations are calculated from the calibrated H or V transmitted, H or V received polarizations (HH, HV, VH, and VV). The RH and RV are converted to Stokes vector, which is then speckle filtered using a refined Lee filter with a 7 × 7 window size [Error! Reference source not found.] and used for the extraction of 22 CP parameters that are listed in Table 2 .
Data Analysis
Linear Polarization
The calibrated and geocoded σ° at the three polarizations (assuming HV = VH) available were compared with the in situ SMC measurements over the Carman site. The σ° values estimated at each station were co-located with the corresponding SMC recorded by the hydra probes at the time of satellite acquisition.
Considering the fine RS2 resolution, no upscaling/downscaling of data was needed to relate σ° to in situ SMC. The resulting dataset was composed of less than two hundred vectors of co-located σ°, CP parameters, and SMC that were considered for implementing and validating the algorithms. Figure 2 shows the scatterplot of σ° in VV, HH, and HV polarizations as a function of SMC. The high dispersion of σ° values for each SMC from in situ measurements could be attributed to the local surface features at each measurement point and in particular to soil texture and roughness, since the soils were bare or scarcely vegetated at the time of the RS2 acquisitions. The differences in observation geometry between RS2 data acquired in ascending and descending orbits also contributed to the data dispersion. The correlation of σ° to SMC was therefore weak; however, the plot in Figure 2 confirms the expected increasing behaviour of σ° when SMC increased. Furthermore, Figure 2 confirms the lower sensitivity of cross-polarized compared to co-polarized data to SMC, shown in terms of the correlation coefficients (r) values which vary between 0.21 in HV polarization to 0.28 in VV polarization. Since the experimental site is topographically flat and soils were bare or scarcely vegetated during the investigated time period, the effect of both local surface slopes and vegetation on the relationship between σ • and SMC was negligible. The data dispersion and the differences between stations could be therefore attributed to differences in soil texture, surface roughness, and observation geometry. Figure 4 shows the soil texture of the study area, expressed in sand percentage, with the location of the RISMA stations: darker shades indicate more sandy soil texture. In this respect, MB1 and MB9 were characterized by almost sandy soils, MB5, MB6, and MB8 had over 50% of clay, and MB2 and MB3 had a mixed type of sandy clay loam. The differences in soil texture affected the relationship between soil permittivity and SMC and therefore the one between σ • and SMC.
during the investigated time period, the effect of both local surface slopes and vegetation on the relationship between σ° and SMC was negligible. The data dispersion and the differences between stations could be therefore attributed to differences in soil texture, surface roughness, and observation geometry. Error! Reference source not found. shows the soil texture of the study area, expressed in sand percentage, with the location of the RISMA stations: darker shades indicate more sandy soil texture. In this respect, MB1 and MB9 were characterized by almost sandy soils, MB5, MB6, and MB8 had over 50% of clay, and MB2 and MB3 had a mixed type of sandy clay loam. The differences in soil texture affected the relationship between soil permittivity and SMC and therefore the one between σ° and SMC.
Considering the soil roughness, no direct measurements were available at the time of satellite acquisitions. However, data collected in 2012 and 2016 during two Soil Moisture Active Passive Validation Experiment (SMAPVEX) campaigns confirmed that differences existed between the stations in terms of correlation length and root mean square (RMS) height.
Concerning the viewing geometry, the existing differences between ascending and descending RS2 orbits lead to differences in the local incidence angle, which affect the radar backscattering, thus contribute to data dispersion. Considering the soil roughness, no direct measurements were available at the time of satellite acquisitions. However, data collected in 2012 and 2016 during two Soil Moisture Active Passive Validation Experiment (SMAPVEX) campaigns confirmed that differences existed between the stations in terms of correlation length and root mean square (RMS) height.
Concerning the viewing geometry, the existing differences between ascending and descending RS2 orbits lead to differences in the local incidence angle, which affect the radar backscattering, thus contribute to data dispersion.
Circular Polarization
The sensitivity analysis was repeated for the CP parameters. Among the parameters generated by the simulator, the most correlated to SMC were the fourth component of Stokes vector (SV3), the RH-RV phase difference (δ RHRV ), the Shannon entropy polarimetric component (SEPol), the alpha angle related to the ellipticity of the scattered wave (α s ), the RH-RV correlation coefficient (ρ RHRV ), the conformity coefficient (u), and the circular polarization ratio σ 0 RR /σ 0 RL . These seven parameters showed better correlation to SMC than σ • , as pointed out by the r values listed in Table 1 . As shown in Table 3 , in which the parameters better correlated to SMC than σ • are listed, all the CP parameters revealed positive correlation with the SMC, except for α s and σ 0 RR /σ 0 RL which showed inverse relationships to SMC. The highest correlation obtained by the SV3 parameter could be explained considering that the SV3 parameter was associated with the average power received in circular polarization and the polarized portion of the backscattered signal was dependent on SMC. The depolarized portion of the backscattered signal was instead triggered by other surface parameters, such as soil roughness or vegetation canopy. The other SV components reported r values similar to those obtained by σ • , and their worst performances could be simply attributed to the small dataset available. The correlation to SMC of α s parameter could be explained considering that α s contains information about the dielectric properties of the surface [46] .
It should be also mentioned that the surface scattering mechanism from the m-delta or m-chi decomposition reported r values were similar to σ • . Conversely, the degree of polarization (m), which was indicated as a good descriptor of vegetation biomass in previous studies [47] , did not show any significant correlation to SMC, since the increasing depolarization produced by the increasing biomass could not be observed on the scarcely vegetated surfaces of this study.
The scatterplots of the seven CP parameters better related to SMC are presented in Figure 5 and the cross-correlation matrix between all the investigated parameters is shown in Figure 6 : colours are proportional to the correlation coefficients, from cyan (r = 0) to yellow (r = 1). The highest correlation obtained by the SV3 parameter could be explained considering that the SV3 parameter was associated with the average power received in circular polarization and the polarized portion of the backscattered signal was dependent on SMC. The depolarized portion of the backscattered signal was instead triggered by other surface parameters, such as soil roughness or vegetation canopy. The other SV components reported r values similar to those obtained by σ°, and their worst performances could be simply attributed to the small dataset available. The correlation to SMC of α parameter could be explained considering that α contains information about the dielectric properties of the surface [46] .
It should be also mentioned that the surface scattering mechanism from the m-delta or m-chi decomposition reported r values were similar to σ°. Conversely, the degree of polarization (m), which was indicated as a good descriptor of vegetation biomass in previous studies [47] , did not show any significant correlation to SMC, since the increasing depolarization produced by the increasing biomass could not be observed on the scarcely vegetated surfaces of this study.
The scatterplots of the seven CP parameters better related to SMC are presented in Figure 5 and the cross-correlation matrix between all the investigated parameters is shown in Figure 6 : colours are proportional to the correlation coefficients, from cyan (r = 0) to yellow (r = 1). Figure 6 shows that was significantly correlated (>0.5) with the SV3 parameter. Furthermore, α parameter was significantly correlated (>0.5) with SEPol, , u, and / .
This explains the observed correlation of these parameters to SMC, as reported in Table 3 . Figure 6 shows that δ RHRV was significantly correlated (>0.5) with the SV3 parameter. Furthermore, α s parameter was significantly correlated (>0.5) with SE Pol , ρ RHRV , u, and σ 0 RR /σ 0 RL . This explains the observed correlation of these parameters to SMC, as reported in Table 3 .
SMC Retrieval Algorithm Implementation
The obtained correlations, although encouraging, cannot be considered enough to attempt the retrieval with simple inversion methods. ML algorithms, based on artificial neural networks (ANN), were developed and trained for estimating SMC from several combinations of σ • and CP input parameters.
The inversion algorithms proposed here were based on feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP) ANN, trained by using the back-propagation (BP) learning rule. MLP-ANN are composed of one input layer, one or more hidden layers, with a given number of neurons each, and one output layer. In MLP-ANN, neurons are connected with each other with adjustable weights and biases that can propagate the input data through the ANN similarly to the synapses in a biological brain. During the training, each input value is weighted and biased by adjustable coefficients and passed to the neurons of the first hidden layer. Here, it is added to the values coming from the other connections, multiplied by the transfer function and passed to the neurons of the second hidden layer (if present) or to the output layer. At each training iteration, the BP learning rule adjusts all the weight and bias coefficients for minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between predicted and target output values. The most common transfer functions are linear, hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig), and log-sigmoid (logsig). Tansig returns an output value between −1 and 1 when the input value goes from −∞ to +∞, while Logsig output goes from 0 to 1 when a varies between −∞ and +∞.
The architecture definition and training have been made following the approach proposed in [12] . Analytically, an iterative processing that searches systematically for the optimal ANN architecture, in terms of neurons and hidden layers, has been implemented. The code starts from a very simple ANN configuration of one hidden layer with a number of neurons equal to the number of inputs. To reduce the risk of BP to find local minima of MSE, the training of each configuration is repeated 100 times, by resetting each time the ANN weights and biases to the initial values.
After each iteration, the trained ANN is applied to the test set and the resulting correlation coefficient (r) is computed. Then the neurons and hidden layers are iteratively increased up to a final configuration. Training and testing are repeated and r is again computed. The process is also iterated for the three available transfer functions; linear, logsig and tansig. Output is the ANN that obtained the highest r and should therefore represent the optimal configuration for solving the given problem. Training and validation have been carried out by splitting the available dataset 50:50, according to Reference [12] . The training set is further subsampled randomly in 60%, 20%, and 20% subsets: the first subset serves for iteratively adjusting the ANN weights and biases using BP; and the second and third subsets are used for having two a posteriori tests on independent subsets at each training iteration. Based on the so-called "early stopping" rule, the training stops as soon as the errors on the three subsets are diverging, in order to prevent overfitting. After training, the ANN was validated by predicting SMC on the remaining set of 50% data, not involved in the training.
Several combinations of CP parameters were considered for implementing the algorithms. In particular, the CP parameters listed in Table 1 were increasingly added to the ANN inputs and the training and validation processes were repeated, in order to point out the contribution of each CP parameter to the overall retrieval accuracy.
Two more ANN implementations, using the linear σ • values at VV + HV and VV + HH + HV polarizations were also implemented, trained and validated on the same dataset for comparison. Figure 7 shows the validation of the ANN algorithms considering the following combinations of CP input parameters shown in Table 4 . The results were obtained by applying the trained ANN to the validation set, which was composed of 50% of the available dataset (less than one hundred data vectors).
Results
ANN Algorithm Validation
that contained in σ°, as also is confirmed by the higher correlations to SMC pointed out by Table 1 .
It should be also mentioned that an attempt to include the VH pol. (along with the HV pol.) to the ANN inputs did not cause any improvement in the retrievals based on linearly polarized backscattering. Table 4 shows that the inclusion of the α to the combination of SV3 and remarkably improved the correlation r from 0.67 to 0.81 and reduced the RMSE from 7.03% to 5.62% for CP2 and CP3, respectively. This is explained by the correlation plot in Figure 6 , which shows that the parameter α was less correlated (<0.5) with the two CP parameters SV3 and . Thus, the inclusion of this parameter ( α ) contributed significantly with additional information which improved the SMC retrieval. The inclusion of additional parameters from CP4 to CP7 improved slightly the values of the correlation and the RMSE. This was due to the fact that the CP parameters SEPol, , u, and / were highly correlated (>0.5) with the α parameter, as shown in Figure  6 . The contribution of these parameters with additional information about the SMC to the CP4 combination is therefore limited. The scatterplots of the ANN estimated vs. target SMC on the validation set for the combinations CP2-CP7 are shown in Figure 7a -f, while the results for the 2pol and 3pol configurations are shown in Figure 8a ,b. The information on the "best" transfer function used, depending on the systematic ANN optimization described in Section 4 is also reported in the plots. A larger dataset would be necessary to draw general conclusions. However, the obtained results were statistically significant, since p-value was <0.05 in all cases. Therefore, reasonable conclusions could be drawn. As shown in Table 4 , all the combinations with more than two inputs were able to estimate SMC with correlation of around 0.8 and root mean square error lower than 6%. By comparing the ANN with the same number of inputs (two and three), the ANN fed by CP parameters (CP2 and CP3) slightly better results were returned than the corresponding fed by linearly polarized σ • (2pol and 3pol). This indicated that the information contained in CP parameters was higher than that contained in σ • , as also is confirmed by the higher correlations to SMC pointed out by Table 1 . It should be also mentioned that an attempt to include the VH pol. (along with the HV pol.) to the ANN inputs did not cause any improvement in the retrievals based on linearly polarized backscattering. Table 4 shows that the inclusion of the α s to the combination of SV3 and δ RHRV remarkably improved the correlation r from 0.67 to 0.81 and reduced the RMSE from 7.03% to 5.62% for CP2 and CP3, respectively. This is explained by the correlation plot in Figure 6 , which shows that the parameter α s was less correlated (<0.5) with the two CP parameters SV3 and δ RHRV . Thus, the inclusion of this parameter (α s ) contributed significantly with additional information which improved the SMC retrieval. The inclusion of additional parameters from CP4 to CP7 improved slightly the values of the correlation and the RMSE. This was due to the fact that the CP parameters SE Pol , ρ RHRV , u, and σ 0 RR /σ 0 RL were highly correlated (>0.5) with the α s parameter, as shown in Figure 6 . The contribution of these parameters with additional information about the SMC to the CP4 combination is therefore limited. The scatterplots of the ANN estimated vs. target SMC on the validation set for the combinations CP2-CP7 are shown in Figure 7a -f, while the results for the 2pol and 3pol configurations are shown in Figure 8a ,b. The information on the "best" transfer function used, depending on the systematic ANN optimization described in Section 4 is also reported in the plots. The scatterplots of the ANN estimated vs. target SMC on the validation set for the combinations CP2-CP7 are shown in Figure 7a -f, while the results for the 2pol and 3pol configurations are shown in Figure 8a ,b. The information on the "best" transfer function used, depending on the systematic ANN optimization described in Section 4 is also reported in the plots. A further attempt to improve the retrievals was carried out by combining the linearly polarized σ • and the CP parameters. Among all the possible combinations, the best results were obtained by the All1 and All2 reported in Table 4 . With these two combinations, the retrieval of SMC was possible with r > 0.9 and RMSE 4 (% of SMC). Small differences were found between the results of All1 and All2 combinations. This indicates that most of the information related to SMC was already included in the All1 combination of parameters. The corresponding scatterplots are shown in Figure 9a A further attempt to improve the retrievals was carried out by combining the linearly polarized σ° and the CP parameters. Among all the possible combinations, the best results were obtained by the All1 and All2 reported in Table 4 . With these two combinations, the retrieval of SMC was possible with r > 0.9 and RMSE ≃ 4 (% of SMC). Small differences were found between the results of All1 and All2 combinations. This indicates that most of the information related to SMC was already included in the All1 combination of parameters. The corresponding scatterplots are shown in Figure 9a 
Independent Test on Casselman
The ANN algorithm, trained and validated on Carman data, has been applied to the data collected on the Casselman test area, for which in situ SMC data were available from four RISMA stations. The obtained scatterplot from the implementation of the algorithm using the ANN All2 (σ° + CP) is shown in Figure 10 . Unfortunately, the dataset was small (six points only, since two stations fall out of the June image), and therefore the statistical significance of the test was poor. However, the result seemed to be suggesting that the algorithm trained with Carman data could be applied to another test site (Casselman), which was not used for training the algorithm. The algorithm achieved a high correlation between measured and retrieved SMC equal to 0.93 with a small RMSE equal to 3.5%. 
The ANN algorithm, trained and validated on Carman data, has been applied to the data collected on the Casselman test area, for which in situ SMC data were available from four RISMA stations. The obtained scatterplot from the implementation of the algorithm using the ANN All2 (σ • + CP) is shown in Figure 10 . Unfortunately, the dataset was small (six points only, since two stations fall out of the June image), and therefore the statistical significance of the test was poor. However, the result seemed to be suggesting that the algorithm trained with Carman data could be applied to another test site (Casselman), which was not used for training the algorithm. The algorithm achieved a high correlation between measured and retrieved SMC equal to 0.93 with a small RMSE equal to 3.5%.
A further attempt to improve the retrievals was carried out by combining the linearly polarized σ° and the CP parameters. Among all the possible combinations, the best results were obtained by the All1 and All2 reported in Table 4 . With these two combinations, the retrieval of SMC was possible with r > 0.9 and RMSE ≃ 4 (% of SMC). Small differences were found between the results of All1 and All2 combinations. This indicates that most of the information related to SMC was already included in the All1 combination of parameters. The corresponding scatterplots are shown in Figure 9a 
The ANN algorithm, trained and validated on Carman data, has been applied to the data collected on the Casselman test area, for which in situ SMC data were available from four RISMA stations. The obtained scatterplot from the implementation of the algorithm using the ANN All2 (σ° + CP) is shown in Figure 10 . Unfortunately, the dataset was small (six points only, since two stations fall out of the June image), and therefore the statistical significance of the test was poor. However, the result seemed to be suggesting that the algorithm trained with Carman data could be applied to another test site (Casselman), which was not used for training the algorithm. The algorithm achieved a high correlation between measured and retrieved SMC equal to 0.93 with a small RMSE equal to 3.5%. SMC maps were generated by applying the All2 ANN algorithm to the entire RS2 images. Figure 11 shows two examples of SMC maps of the Casselman test site obtained by applying the ANN algorithm pixel by pixel. The maps were validated on the locations of RISMA stations, shown on the maps as red dots, and the general trend agreed with the in situ information available on the area at the dates of the RS2 acquisitions. SMC maps were generated by applying the All2 ANN algorithm to the entire RS2 images. Figure  11 shows two examples of SMC maps of the Casselman test site obtained by applying the ANN algorithm pixel by pixel. The maps were validated on the locations of RISMA stations, shown on the maps as red dots, and the general trend agreed with the in situ information available on the area at the dates of the RS2 acquisitions. 
Discussion
The comparison between σ°, CP parameters, and SMC demonstrated that some CP parameters are better related to SMC than linearly polarized σ°, thus suggesting that the CP parameters have a good potential in improving the accuracy of SMC retrievals from SAR acquisitions. This was indeed confirmed by the validation results shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , in which the ANN based on CP parameters outperformed the corresponding ANN based on linearly polarized σ°.
The different response of each SAR parameter to the surface features was able compensate for the effect of surface conditions on the relationships between SAR observations and SMC computed at local stations, as shown in Figure 3 [11] .
The obtained results confirmed that the more input SAR parameters were considered for retrieving SMC, the more the retrieval accuracy was improved, as demonstrated by the validation results summarized in Table 4 . The correlation coefficient increased from r = 0.67 of the retrievals obtained with two inputs up to r = 0.92 for the merged CP + σ° in the ANN implementations All1 and All2 (Figure 9 ), while the corresponding RMSE decreased from 7 (% of SMC) to 3.8 (% of SMC). 
The comparison between σ • , CP parameters, and SMC demonstrated that some CP parameters are better related to SMC than linearly polarized σ • , thus suggesting that the CP parameters have a good potential in improving the accuracy of SMC retrievals from SAR acquisitions. This was indeed confirmed by the validation results shown in Figures 7 and 8 , in which the ANN based on CP parameters outperformed the corresponding ANN based on linearly polarized σ • .
The obtained results confirmed that the more input SAR parameters were considered for retrieving SMC, the more the retrieval accuracy was improved, as demonstrated by the validation results summarized in Table 4 . The correlation coefficient increased from r = 0.67 of the retrievals obtained with two inputs up to r = 0.92 for the merged CP + σ • in the ANN implementations All1 and All2 (Figure 9 ), while the corresponding RMSE decreased from 7 (% of SMC) to 3.8 (% of SMC).
It should be mentioned that the main contribution to these results was given by the first three CP parameter listed in Table 1 , while the contribution of the remaining CP parameters was less important.
However, these results were obtained on a relatively small set of data, and therefore should be verified on larger datasets. The encouraging results obtained on Casselman indicated promising possibility to apply the algorithm to experimental sites other than those for which it has been developed. The site dependency is in any case a characteristic of all "data driven" approaches, since the datasets derived from experimental activities refer to particular environmental conditions and their representativeness for other areas and different environments has to be verified [12] . To reduce such site dependency, the ANN training should be updated by including data representative of all the considered sites. Updating the training is anyway quite straightforward and it can be achieved without modifying the algorithm structure each time new datasets are available. This represents a unique feature of the data driven approaches based on ML, compared to conventional inversions of electromagnetic forward models.
Conclusions
This study was aimed at demonstrating the joint use of machine learning (ML) and compact polarimetry (CP) for improving the retrieval of surface soil moisture (SMC) from SAR acquisitions at C-band. The study was conducted on two agricultural areas in Canada, for which time-series of RADARSAT-2 (RS2) images were available along with direct measurements of SMC from in situ stations. Linearly polarized backscatter coefficients (σ • ) were related to SMC, confirming the expected increase when SMC increased. However, the correlation was low (0.21 ≤ r ≤ 0.28), possibly depending on the variability of other surface parameters such as the soil texture and surface roughness, as well as the different acquisition geometry of RS2 in ascending and descending orbits. CP data generated from the RS2 acquisitions using a CP simulator, indicated that seven CP parameters out of a set of 22 examined parameters were better correlated to SMC than the linear σ • (0.33 ≤ r ≤ 0.46).
The obtained correlations, although encouraging, cannot be considered enough to attempt the retrieval with simple inversion methods. ML algorithms, based on artificial neural networks (ANN), were developed and trained for estimating SMC from several combination of σ • and CP input parameters. The validation of the algorithm with in situ observations confirmed the promising capabilities of the ML approaches for SMC monitoring, especially when applied to multiple polarizations. The proposed ANN algorithm was able to achieve retrieved SMC with correlation from 0.67 to 0.92 and RMSE from 7% to 3.8% with in situ measured SMC.
